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A poet is also a human being. He possesses thirst and hunger. He will have family responsibilities. He/she will have his or her social obligations. One has to take care of all these and then in their midst has to fine tune time to compose poetry. Money is essential to quench his thirst and hunger and discharge family responsibilities. These are not the times when one can make poetry-writing a livelihood. One has to do some other job and then write poetry. Living and being engaged in literary creation are different. Ninety nine per cent of poets do not have the luxury of earning money by taking poetry-writing as a profession. And thus they cannot meet the obligations of taking care of themselves, their family and also discharge other social responsibilities.
A poet can spare and spend time in poetry-writing only after providing a comfortable life to his near and dear. Under present circumstances it is not possible to have a full-fledged life of poetry writing. One has to write poetry and take care of his family simultaneously. Many famous and popular poets of today do other jobs for their livelihood and then also write poetry. Now-a-days there are no poets who continue writing great poetry despite they and their family members suffering from poverty and hunger. There are almost no people who made poetry-writing their livelihood.
There have been many poets from all societies and civilizations who wrote poetry despite being poor and suffered from lack of minimum amenities. The great Tamil poet, Subrahmanya Bharati is a shining example, wrote poetry as an Upasana (meditation) and was many times not able to make his family members free from hunger and depravation. But Rabindranath Tagore is a wealthy person and never knew the pangs of hunger. Sri Gurajada Apparao, the famous Telugu dramatist and poet though was serving a royal family, created literary master-pieces.
What all needed to be a poet is to have a touchy, responsive and compassionate heart. And one must be able to feel for the happenings around and within and become one with them and express. Poverty or richness or serving others for livelihood will not come in the way of composing everlasting poetry. Many famous Telugu poets have written cine songs for their livelihood. Even  Sri Sri. Arudra, Acharya Atreya the champions of Marxist ideology have to resort to these anti-proletariat professions. Cine producers have provided the necessary money for their livelihood, though cinema is not in tune with socialist ideology. So, “dhanamoolam idam jagat” –Without money one cannot survive in this world and has to compromise his ideology for earning money to take care of body and family. In the absence of money one cannot even survive let alone writing poetry.













































PHYSICIST aS A POET
The mental state of the girl who has matured and attained her puberty just then and the mental state of a budding poet will be the same. They will be enthusiastic to show the transformations and the changes within to aesthetic persons and desire to share their rasasthithi with such proficient and efficient rasajnas (aesthetic persons) for their appreciation, praise and enjoyment
Being in such a mental state I have sent my poetry to a university professor who is also an eminent poet, for his comments.
Had he commented that there is no poetry in my poems or the usage of words is not apt or I did not follow any meter or it is not reflecting any ideology, it would have been appropriate. 
But he criticized that being a physicist I must have confined to physics and I writing poetry is taking much liberty and that I committed a big mistake in so attempting to compose poetry and I have intruded into a domain which is not mine. He said that I have no respect for Goddess Saraswati. He also said that if I print my poems it is a huge waste of paper and it has become a fun and laughing matter nowadays that everyone is writing poetry and expressed his disgust and anguish to what state the art of writing poetry has “degraded”. I was astonished and his comments have hurt me and caused pain to me.
Then I wrote to him that I am printing my poetry despite his discouraging words and also I will publish his comments verbatim in the publication as his opinion. Then he immediately wrote to me saying that his comments are not meant for publication and if I still desire that his comments must be published he will again send his comments afresh and pleaded not to publish his present comments verbatim. I am much more surprised by his U-turn and the shameless hypocrisy he exhibited. It educated me in what state literary criticism is.
Leaving aside the poetry in the poems and the art exhibited in composing the poetry, how some egoists feel that composing poetry is their birth right alone and how arrogant such individuals can become in the name of literary criticism commenting on individuals but not on their literary creations. I painfully realized the level of certain literary critics. And I also observed that many critics have formed into groups together with poets based on ideology, friendship or such kinship and promote one another every time, everywhere having no or quality time to read and comment on poets who do not form their group
Such critics cruelly tear apart the tender hearts of budding poets and poetesses with their heartless, arrogant and personalized criticisms. They feel with ignorance and innocence that Goddess Saraswathi graces them only and such a grace is not available to others. 
Such narrow-mindedness and lack of manners which does not even know the minimum courtesy of respecting fellow poets informs of their uncultured and uncivilized mental set ups. I also surprisingly became aware that such individuals consider themselves alone as “poet laureates” and experts in literary criticism. 
This awareness has opened my eyes. It put me into contemplation. It taught me not to blindly send my poetry to elders for their comment. I stopped from then to send my poetry to “eminent” poets for their comments. I also decided with this bitter experience not to approach anyone to write the preface to the collection of my poems when publishing.
It is my nature to compose verses. So I did not stop composing poetry. I will be publishing my compositions shortly and this book is that
What we need to compose poetry is a heart which can feel and which has compassion. An ability to imagine beautifully and romantically helps. One must have a good observation power, command over language in which the composition is being made, an idea of words and synonyms, an insight of their usage, their aptness and relevance coupled with necessary experience of and by “object” or “subject” of creation. This will make one to be a good poet. Study of literature and poetry in various languages and an open mind enhance the merits of the verses composed. 
“Kavayo nirankusaha” is a meaningful and indicating Sanskrit saying. A poet is dictator unto himself. A poet is a flying bird with liberty; joyously jumping and falling water-fall; the wishfully, willfully and eagerly flowing river; the blissfully rising and falling sea-wave; the personification and the part and parcel of nature. 
The poet or poetess whose nature is their independence and freedom and who are masters of themselves cannot be confined and imprisoned in the boundaries of any ideology or philosophy or culture or cult. They are not parrots to be limited to these cages. All poets need not be followers or propagandists of a particular culture, cult, ideology, ism or philosophy. And many poets are not and will not be confined to a particular school of thought. They compose as they feel and are impressed or influenced or made to melt or made blissful, joyful or sorrowful or hurt or pained.
Poetry must share love and affection; must improve understanding and peace; it must make the readers feel aesthetically and make their hearts full of warmth and compassion and also if possible illumine their minds
Many feel that poetry need give a message. They dictate that each verse need reflect the situation in the society and the observation and response of the poet about the societal happenings. This need not be the guiding principle for every poem or poet and is not the universal rule of composing poetry and cannot bind each poet A poem can be a creation just reflecting the within of a poet and need not contain any message or relation to happenings in the society. The verse can be a mere exposure of the poet’s ecstasy or deep sorrow or hurt or pain or just being. It can be expression of love to one’s beloved or devotion to one’s favorite deity. 
Match-box, soap-piece, kitten or anything can be the object for creation and the subject of poetry. It is the prerogative of the poet to decide the object or subject of composition. The critic has liberty to appreciate or otherwise of the creation and assess its relevance, beauty, meaning, use and aesthetic quality. A critic must not transgress his limits and decide on which subject and aspect the poet must write poetry and for what the poet must feel. The critic can suggest on the style of narration, use of apt words or the imageries. That is all the duty of the critic. The poet may or may not follow the critic’s suggestions. He will do according to his convenience and wish.
The outpour, having its origin in the inner recesses of the poet and is expressed for one’s own contentment and fulfillment, may or may not fit into the confines and boundaries defined by others. Such an outpour can be devoid of any message or reflection of societal happenings and be a mere flow of poet’s inner experiences. Just because no one is aware of such a flow or such a flow is not ‘useful’ does not diminish its importance or essence. There are many mountain-streams whose existence is not known to any and which are not useful to any. Just because they are not seen by any or not used by any they do not cease to be streams. So also the streams of feelings of poet can and will exist.
“ramaneeyaartha prapadika sabdaha kavyaha”– even a word which gives an aesthetic meaning and experience is poetic-work by itself. There are many things existing in the nature whose existence is not known to any. They just exist unknown and unconcerned.
They do not require anybody’s permission to exist. They can and will exist despite the ignorance or innocence or non-information to or non-awareness of any others. Absence of knowledge about their presence by others does not prevent them from existing, flowing and blooming.
The within of poet is composed of waves of poetry. These waves may or may not touch all. They may not even reach any. No poetry is acclaimed by one and all. Every poet will not be liked by and be a favorite of one and all. All the artistes create according to their nature and for personal satisfaction. Such a creation which is the form of worship of one’s own Self may or may not please and be pleasant to all. Some may be just excited by it. In some it may not create any ripple of feeling at all. 
In reality, the verse is not composed by the individual. The heart which has experienced the feeling composes the verse. During that period the poet’s normal personality will be forgotten or is transcended or his identity is merged and absorbed in the object or subject of composition and his Self becomes one with his creation. And in that state his heart makes him filled and full in such absorption and creation takes place. 
All individuals who can compose verses are not recognized and become popular as poets. There are various reasons for this.
Even a meritorious composition does not get the appreciation of contemporaries and is not easily recognized and applauded. Under such circumstances it is highly difficult for a normal poet to get recognition and appreciation. This is because like certain poets, certain critics are also the fans of certain ideology or ism or culture or tradition or cult or philosophy. Such critics cannot appreciate any poetry which does not reflect their favorite ideology or ism. The critics who can transcend their likes or dislikes or affiliations and appreciate a work are becoming a rare species. Their number is dwindling day by day.
Some like traditional way of writing; some like socialism; some like communism; some like Dalit literature; some like feminism; some like ‘anubhooti vaada” (giving prominence to one’s experience or mood); some like ambiguity (aspashtatha) to adorn the poetry.
Thus we have so many tribes of critics as poets. They spend most of their time, energy and scholarship in futile and acrimonious arguments. Such fights do not help in the appreciation of the aesthetic contents of the poetry. These quarrels lead us nowhere and constructive criticism will be missing. 
When poets and literary critics are thus divided into various groups, any poetry devoid of any “ism” will not get the attention and recognition of such groups. One also cannot expect such a thing to happen. Also there is a mushroom growth of poets and poetesses.
In this background, the poetry composed without touching any “isms” but only as the one that touched a single person’s heart and as one felt will remain unnoticed and may not necessarily be recognized or appreciated as desired. 
Such my heart-beats or disturbances of within or movements of within or songs of heart or murmurs or volcanoes or storms or whirlpools or pleasant sounds or harmonious phases of heart in the form of verses may not be heard and many may not be aware of them.
Still I write because readers are also as competent as fellow poets or critics and even if just one of them appreciates my composition I feel worthy of composing. Readers’ response, ability to contemplate and decide the merits and demerits of the composition are equal in level to those of professional critics.
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THE NATURE OF THE POET
My dear poet, who echo 
Inner feelings in words artistically;
Listen to me, do not be dispirited and feel tired

The enjoyment of and praise from aesthetic lovers of poetry
Is the real recognition and felicitation; 
Not getting the awards or prizes 

Expecting which reward the tree is giving sweet fruits
For what award the clouds shower and rain
The Godavari does not flow aiming the Nobel prize
The water-fall does not jump down the heights to climb Jnanapeetha
To pervade the nature selflessly 
And cause joy without expecting anything in return,
Is the nature of the river, the cloud, the tree
And of the melodious cuckoo

When you are overjoyed or blissful or distressed 
The resulting sweet experience or piercing pain
Is given an aesthetic form in alphabet by you 
You are the sage; striving is your duty 
And compassion is your within

The nature ignores praise or denouncement
Does not allow them to affect it
It does its duty in a detached way
To become cheerful or depressed is unnatural
Do not stop your frolicking play with the words
Do not leave your tenderness in feelings
Flow like a river and make sounds like a bee
Torrentially rain like the black cloud
And brilliantly shine like the Sun
Be the pretty moon and spread moonlight 
Through the whole earth and give
Pleasantness to every one
Merge and dissolve in the nature
Fly and be a source of light in the sky
To be depressed and dispirited 
Is the nature of the human-being;
To remove sadness and aches of humans 
And cheer them is the ultimate goal of literary creation 
A poet must feel depressed only to compose the verses
Otherwise he is the ever-flowing hill-stream
Melodiously singing cuckoo of the spring
Ever glowing and illuminating source of light
Hearts do not melt or be cheerful 
And compose verses for awards or prizes
My dear young poet! 
The selfless and non-expecting nature is 
Your role-model and your nature too
O


















Words make one sage
Words are echoes of sense










Be economical and miserly
In using words that cause joy and exhilaration

Let us not exhibit miserliness
In expressing our love and affection and Selves
For
Words are
Silence, peace, bliss –
Incarnated and manifested,















Oh! My dear beautiful star
You shine in the blue sky of my heart
A rare ecstasy experiences my body 
Whenever you come in my thoughts;
I will be full of bliss 
When our union takes place;

Please come 
As a pearl dew drop
With calm mind and pure heart
On a moon-lit night;
Wait! Wait! 
Not so soon!
I am still a bud
Soon to blossom to a blushing girl!

Now you will roll down
Cannot stay, I will bloom 
One fine morning




Enjoying in unison 


The fragrance of sweet romance 
Making me, your beloved, exhilarating
In experience, delighting and delightful,























Ages back the planet was barren
One morning dispersed life like sunshine
Species have evolved, flourished, perished
And a peculiar animal has appeared.








Many later have thundered

Has grown and shown
Certain values unknown
Devised numbers, created letters
Became “man of letters”
Evolved into a poet, a singer
An architect and a philosopher

But now
Computer substitutes ‘its’ thinking
Neutron bomb threatens ‘its’ living
Here explodes a bomb; there arises a fanatic
Here changes a ruler; there breaks out a war
Whatever might be the event,
Senseless genocide of innocent people is imminent

Many feel ‘man’ has become a machine
No longer cherishes, relishes or nourishes
Values that are humane
And ‘behaves’ as ‘it’ wishes

But I feel
Unless we are humane again
Our existence is at stake
Though we are able to
Fly like birds
Swim like fish
Set our feet on moon
Roam in the space












THE MUSIC OF THE BEAUTY
I listened to
The music of the beauty
The divine tune from






I saw jasmines and pearls
In her shining teeth
Half-moving her honey-filled lips
Delivered harmonious sounds
That made my heart joyous
And a shrine of bliss
Hers is a song in silence
Of silence
Which ears cannot sense
Only heart tuned in love can hear
And see the blissful dance
Of her joyous and joyful within
Full of delight;
Is seen and heard by my within

Though she avoids physical proximity
Informs me of her inner recesses
Containing love and care for me
That she is not able to contain
Her ecstasy
The result of the blending of our hearts
And the aesthetic and amorous longings
Emanating from her romantic space
The seat and melody



















The alphabet’s linear dwelling
In the composition and construction of a word
To give sense and sensitivity

Mastering me also
Has been part of efficiency in language learning

Writing words correct in order of alphabet
During dictation has been an art and knowledge

Marks were reduced for writing or telling
Pronunciation
Of me incorrectly;
It was a shame then not to master me;

I was also at the top of
Learning, of three “r” s

Such I, the heart and
Art of language learning
Is now being massacred inhumanly

None cares to learn, know or write me correctly;
A full word I make with
Good number of letters;

Now reduced to single letter;
Adding salt to my wounds,
Am even replaced by digits

Where shall I go now?
Where shall I dwell now?




Am not able to bear this humiliation
Heaped on me by insincere learners

From being chief part of language learning
I became an exile, a refugee, an untouchable
Refuge in realms of language learning and communication

I am buried alive
By the youthful but carefree and careless;








Is there anyone to listen to my wailing,
To see my plight;



















THE SHRINE OF LOVE
Your silence is 
Charming as your beauty 




You are the presiding Deity;
Pleasantness and Bliss
Sans you miss in me
“Peace is you and my mate”
Says my heart
My dear embodiment of love
In silence
Shower me with your
Delightful looks
For Good books and good looks
Are always blissful
Drench me in your love,
Oh! My Love!
Share with me your beauty
Heart and mind
As now forever








Or listening to melodious song of







Or feasting eyes with Picaso, Ravivarma





Or sitting behind telescope
And watch the Universe
Roaming in space
Proliferating destructive weapons





Watching the rise and set
Of the Golden Sun





Scaling the peaks of the mountains
Winning places in games
Ruling a Nation or amassing money
Or fooling the ignorant




To the destitute be pleasure?
Can
Feeding the hungry be pleasure?
Can
Relieving the pain of




Living in harmony without malice























Some formulate equations to electromagnetism
Some others equate mass and energy 

Some compose poetry and some others music
Some paint, some sculpt, some play games, some scale peaks

Some discover new lands, probe icy atmospheres and cosmic spheres

All this is to conquer death and defeat the inevitable inertness 
Attained by this mortal coil 
When the breathing ceases;

And thus breathe life permanently
 Into life, and become eternal
Timeless and deathless,










I am the verb and she my adverb;
Qualifies and quantifies my moves, movements, stirrings and doings;
I am the action and she is its description and style;
Endearingly she showers love and affection
Inspiring me to compose and create;
Daringly I enjoy her every bit, moment and thing,
In our intimate moments to the hilt blissfully;
She is the cheque and I am her en-casher;
She is the check on my emotions, actions, reactions and interactions;
Lovingly she obliges and cooperates in the exhilarating union of our hearts and bodies;
Also I am noun and she is my adjective;
Qualifies and quantifies me and my existence;
We are parts of speech, grammar, vocabulary and sense
In the language of our love and intimacy;
We are eternal and one as the word and its meaning 
Are related as verb and adverb;
And I am the flow she is the speed
I am the glow and she is the light
O

GOD: THE FOUNTAINHEAD OF COMPASSION
God is an ocean of compassion
An embodiment of peace and silence
And bliss incarnate
Omnipresent, Omnipotent and Omniscient;
Dwells in us as glow of mind
Touches us and our mind
Like gentle breeze always;
Silence and Language are His speech
Music is His reach;
Performing Celestial Dance
With His Divine Consort
Keeps rhythm of the worlds,
Creates and sustains
With full affection and love
As the Beloved,
Full of care for us as our parents;
Let us look for Him
Within us
For searching without
We may be lost in the pursuit
Never reaching the Destination;




THE PUZZLE OF DEATH AND BIRTH
Where will we be going after the death?
Shall “we” be remaining after last breath?

Tradition says about the existence
And transmigration of the soul,
Across bodies in a series of
Deaths and rebirths unending,
Till moksha (salvation) is attained;

But the Truth seems
Nothing remains regarding us after our death
Except our good and bad;
Words, thoughts, deeds and behavior
Alive in the memory of the living if they care for;

Say some seers
Birth, death and rebirth, is
Rise, disappearance and appearance of Ego
While we are alive, through the day and night;

And moksha (salvation) is
Absorption of our “I”, “me”, “mine”
In the Self
And Nirvana is
Our attainment of transcendence of mind
Over body-consciousness, self-consciousness and time;


Whatever it is, let us earn and learn
As if we are permanent here on this planet;
And do virtuous deeds as if
We irreversibly dissolve
Into nature and time next moment;

To take birth, live, die and born again
As a cycle, are our mere thought;
The reality is a puzzle
Unsolved through generations
Lived, living and gone;

Should it matter?
Whether we carry the baggage of this life
To future lives, when it is sure
That we cannot get a life same as this

Any time later, why should not we
Live and let live in harmony and peace?

Let the puzzle of birth, death and rebirth
Remain unsolved and let us enjoy this life peacefully




NATURE THE TEACHER: LESSONS FROM TREE AND RIVER
Tree:
Oh! The leaves talk with me
And make green my heart
Full of peace, love and youthfulness
Inspiring me, my near and dear!

Oh! The trunk speaks with me
Makes me strong and erect
In life to follow
Path truthful and straight

The branches instruct me
To spread into space around
To receive light of knowledge
From all directions and ways

The flowers moving rhythmic in the breeze
And ask my heart to be soft and move for fellow-beings;
Teach me to be soft, pleasant to look and scattering fragrance
And transform into fruit
Ripening, carrying seeds for reproduction

Fruits yellow gently tell me
To become mature and enlightened
With ripened mind and spread
Enlightenment, delight, peace, bliss, love and silence

The roots ask me to protrude deep into the knowledge
And get nourished and wetness for sustenance,
Remain lively and live full of life the life
The tree as a whole tells me
To be caring and useful
To fellow beings using all my
Assets and actions for the welfare of the life and the living
River:
River teaches me
How to advance from
Humble beginnings
To become more and large
Acquire energy to
Pass through ups and downs

To produce streams and falls;
Be swifter with current
Giving power to one and all
From steep falls;

Then become gentle flow in plains;
When checked by hurdles and obstacles
Ready to flow through channels
Giving sustenance to crops, and humans
And quench the thirsts;

Then meander to join the
Sea of Divinity dissolving identity in the Union



























Culture is like a flowing river
It changes with time;
Sometimes changes time too;
As sunlight, water, air and earth
Change the seed into a sapling plant,
Tree and also tree becomes dead wood.

Culture is the cultivated one
Differently at different times;
There is no standard culture
We create, follow, recreate, demolish and destroy culture;
Depending on, our needs and compulsions.

Culture is not stagnated water
It is a flowing river
And may become arid








Processes starting from the Big Bang
Have evolved us;
Or
God has created us; 
Like theories or debates are secondary in importance,
And are of no use for us now;

Our present primary concern and task is
To devise methods to save ourselves
From the onslaughts of the
Wicked and cruel persons

Who are causing havoc in our lives
By not hesitating even to
Eliminate us physically; 
Inspired by ideologies and faiths;

Else we become another endangered species
Shortly; 
And join many that have disappeared 







Happiness is a journey





Love is above law
And beloved is above love






Experience the bliss, creation, enjoyment,
And the taste of loving and being loved;

















In word, thought and deed







Showing affection, care and concern
For the other in each move,
Showering pleasantness
In the and as the





































In the midst of
Human rituals to cosmic-beings;

Does anything exist




It’s the compassion for all creatures
Emanating from
The Hearts of great Souls
And comforts distressed hearts;

That majestic human nature
I revere
With humility, pride






The flow of my poesy is a hill-stream
This “wetness” never ceases to be
Born in the hills of my heart




Is a beauty, one among the delights of the nature;
Moves, that sweet water-way

Not seen by the civilized urban
Is pure and clear as the heart of the mountain-dweller
Not influenced by cultures or ideologies 
Flows for its own sake unmindful of surroundings

Does not know about the existence of orders in flow
Is ignorant of intricacies of rules and rhymes 
Bejeweling, pomp and show are not its cup of tea
Traverses and roams in the hills and valleys as the tribal girl

Flowing on the stones swiftly, is a cuckoo 
Producing sonorous musical notes
Jumps, falls and moves at will,
Is an untrained dancing peacock 

The brushes of the artists 
Cannot grip its movements
Prosody has no relevance
For its marathon runs
The views of biased minds steeped in ideology or arguments
It is unaware of and does not care;

Its beautiful rhythms are guided by nature
No one bathes in it or drinks its offering
Civilized and cultured critics are 
Not even aware of its existence;

My poesy is the flow of my plain heart
Absorption in Divinity is the goal of its journey;

Silently joins the waters of Literary Godavari
Retaining its identity 
Kinnerasani! The hill-stream of my poetry 









All of us preach
Only few of us can practice;

All of us search
Only few of us can conclude;

All of us sermon
Only few of us can follow;

All of us are students
Only few of us learn and excel;

All of us re-search
Only few of us can invent or discover;

All of us study
Only few of us can become knowledgeable;

All of us compose poetry
Only few of us are famous as poets par excellence;

All of us become rulers




All of us suffer discrimination
Only few of us revolt and reform;

All of us meditate
Only few of us become yogis;

All of us pray to God
Only few of us will merge with Him;

Our limitations make us diverse
Only our mutual love and affection can make us one universe,













MYTH AND REALITY: THE RELL LIFE AND REAL LIFE
In a movie appearing on the screen
We rejoice or feel sad with the characters
By viewing the illusion
Created by virtual forms
Taking myth to be reality;

When are told that the same
Is happening in reacting to
The appearances on our mental screen
As thoughts, feelings, experiences, etc.,

Which are mere unreal projections of our mind,
And the reality
That our actual identity is peace, bliss and silence,
We dismiss it as mere philosophy;







I learn, I teach;
I study, I preach;
I compose poems, weave stories,
Write essays, pen opinions;
I do research, prepare scientific articles;
I love nature, music, books, conversing,
Traveling and roaming;
Until I also love and be loved
By an equally passionate she,
Have unalloyed love for HIM,
And compassion for fellow-beings









If one worships a beautiful sculpture
In the temple as Lord and God
And seeks alms of devotion love, happiness and peace of mind,
One is irrational
And has blind faith and superstition;

If one garlands the statue of
A rational leader on his birth day
And professes faith in his ideology
As redeemer of all the ills of the society
One is embodiment of rationalism;
What a difference,













We will not be able to live
What all we express through our verses;
For writing poetry is
A mere expression of our current mood in choicest words,
And our mood changes




















THE SECRET OF TIME AND ITS PASSAGE
Memory defeats passage of time

Hurts and pains enliven passed times and events
In the form of aches, and rarely as pleasant experiences had;

Anxiety, fear, apprehension constitute the future;

Past and future are mere thought forms
In the present continuous,
Arising out of earlier experiences,
And doubts and imaginations about the imminent,
Are just mental projections
In the present;

The present continuously changes
Every one tenth of a second
As a pulse series of awareness
Giving place to past dissolving into future;

Events took place and the ones we imagine may happen
Respectively create memory,





Thus the egoistic mind drawing us into the past or future
And seldom allowing us to live in the present
And enjoy current bliss, peace and silence
Creating whirlpool of time and its passage
Never lets us transcend the notion of time
And its passage;

But the reality is,
Present continuous being
One-tenth of a second,
The past over and the future yet to dawn;

Realization of this secret of
Passage of time, past, present and future
As mere thought forms in the present,
Sets in us peace, bliss and quietude
And we face life cheerfully
Transcending mental suggestions

And enjoy the present in calmness,
Peace, bliss, silence, in unoccupied awareness






During one of my wanderings
Through the green bushes

Saw a lovely little bird
Fresh in spirits
Full of enthusiasm for life
Enticed by














Before the little one




Again, nature the magnificent guide
























The brilliance is advertisement to sun
And the fragrance to the jasmines
The humming sound to the bees
And very existence is advertisement for Beauty
II
Their elevations and depressions are advertisement to the youthful women
And loving heart to the beloved;
The cool and pleasant moonlight is advertisement to the full moon
And the roaring waves to the sea;
III
Composing verses and lyrics is advertisement to the poet
And pride and arrogance are advertisement to the beautiful girl
IV
No necessity for the bliss showering beautiful ones
To undertake any advertisement or invitations for admirers;
The aesthetic and romantic hearts on their own
Approach the nature for the pleasant experiences;

Its very existence is invitation
From the nature
Call and advertisement

























I have to recede to the background
Like the setting sun;
That I have to lose my shape and shining
Like the waning moon;
That I have to become dry and mostly vacant
Like the summer rivers;

I know that 
I have to listen to the sounds of arrival of
Lord of Death on his He-buffalo-vehicle 
Today or tomorrow;

Still I earn knowledge and wealth
As if I am going to live here forever;
But I will perform good and compassionate deeds
As if am going to be consumed








IN THE NETWORK OF IDEALS
Observing the religious preachers
Spreading superstition in the name of faith
And devilish nature in the name of God
And destroying humaneness
In human-beings
I am engulfed by fires of disquiet
But am not able to become Adi Sankaraacharya
Observing the selfish leaders changing citizens into barbarians
In the name of caste, religion, region, language and ideology 
I am shaking with anger
But not able to become
Another Chaanakya
Noticing fellow humans in pains of poverty 
Lacking minimum amenities
And people without a square meal a day
Who are satisfying their hunger with tears;
My heart is melting and wrenched 
But
I am not able to become The Buddha













Flowers and women are alike;
Both possess bodies soft,
Beautiful and attracting;
Their captivating beauties
Hook one closer angling.







Thrill and make one
Swim in pleasures of depths

They become mothers
Give us sons and daughters;
Women are form and essence
Of LOVE DIVINE





























The sleep is natural to many
But it denies itself to so many
Sleep is calmness within
When ego rests in The Self
Sleep pervades into
Inner recesses of consciousness
And the awareness recedes
The sleep is silence
To happenings
Within and without of the body
Conscious but unaware
The sleep is the experience of the Self
And The Self is the sleep’s seer
Guide and terminator
The sleep is cessation of
Mental activities within
And is free from interference of self-consciousness
Is tonic to mental ailments and mal-function;
The sleep is the bliss, the peace










To perform duties assigned
By Him in His Skit;

HE bails me out during performance
From all my failings,
Inadequacies, Difficulties
And short-comings in playing the ordained role;
Thus makes me act to His script;

Making me surrender at the appropriate moment




Eternally absorbing me in HIM without trace




HOW DOES IT MATTER?
Ice on the moon and life on the mars
Big bang or something else originated the universe

It is pre-biotic, chemical, biochemical evolution
That has preceded the species evolution

All this is the food for thought of the intellectuals; 

I am the species which will be alive for sixty to seventy years maximum
Food, clothing and shelter are my requirements minimum

Fresh air to breathe, clean water to drink and enjoy food
And participate in reproducing activities, 
Are my primary and preliminary needs

Many do not seem to bother about this
How does it matter to me all the intellectual debates 
When my minimum needs are not on the radar






OF ANGELS AND DEMONS
Angels live in heaven
And the demons in the netherworld
But peculiarly they are made to live together
On this planet earth
Unable to bear each other and feeling exploited;

The species of the Homo sapiens is 
Difficult to be comprehended, still complex
Are the workings of their minds;
They seem neither animal nor enlightened;

The female species has been bearing all the brunt,
The insensitive, selfish and high-handed exploitation
Of the male species;

Now many in the fair sex are liberated
Vow not to have a spouse who feels superior and demanding 
Instead just a mate or companion;
Live in own economic security
And be independent; 
Never to sub-serve but only be equal always;

But many do not know that
All women are not angels
And all men are not demons;


And they must live together for mutual emotional fulfilment
And healthy upbringing of the off-spring;

Only by sharing love, affection, understanding,
Commitment, responsibility, comradeship, sacrifice and compromise



























Thinking, recollecting. aching, apprehending
Fearing, being anxious, imagining, doubting,
Functioning mentally;














Writing a book is
Playing violin; composing ballad;
Compering dance; tuning a lyric;

Writing a book is 
Singing a song; fulfilling a longing;
Realizing the truth; serializing the moods;

Writing a book is
Producing a son; bringing up a daughter;
Spending time with the beloved;

Writing a book is
Going on an expedition to scale Himalayas;
Flowing with the Ganges in to the sublimate;
Planting a fruit-yielding tree;

Writing a book is 
Living with a Realized Self;
Moving in a boat round the globe;
Exploring the vast universe in a space-ship;

Writing a book is 
Reading and revealing human emotions and moods;
Sculpting a rock into lovely Lord;
Painting on a large canvass;
Probing and enjoying the nature;

Writing a book is 
Composing a century in a cricket-match;
Setting up a goal to be scored in a football game;

Writing a book is
Conducting a scientific experiment 
Formulating an equation to a natural phenomenon
Roaming in the wild forest;
In the company of flora and fauna;

Writing a book is 
Meditating voyage for Nirvana;
Editing the footage of the grand show;

Writing a book is 





Writing a book is
Eating a sumptuous tasty meal;




Writing a book 
Makes one sage, and go through life as a saint,
Enliven life in all its shades and lights,
Ups and downs, happiness and unhappiness
Like a seer experiencing peace and bliss,
Together with pleasure and pain
In a serene way;

Writing a book,


















I have lost my “self”
I am void seeking fulfilment.
Cheering and guiding
My “self “ had been;
And had been too 
A dancing stream,
Pretty and youthful love,
River full of current;
Just as a river
Loses itself into the Ocean;
And a loving beautiful
Youthful girl loses her “self”
In the arms of her beloved;
Is not lost my “self”
But is lost as
A gem is lost
In a wild forest;
A companion warrior




Is lost my “self”
The violent storms of Life
Devastated, broke and sank
My “self”
Making it debris
On the bed of life

A flower fully blown
A bud it became again’; 

That encompassed so much






















There are more looters
Than rulers;

Problems arise if 

















Problems arise if 


























I am the stream, I am the rivulet
I am the river flowing to the east or the west
I am the sea, I am the ocean
I am the delightful union of the river and the ocean;

I am the hills, I am the valleys, I am the peaks of the mountains;
I am the plants, I am the trees piercing the earth,
I am the black clouds, I am the incessant down pour,
I am the deafening thunder, I am the blinding lightening

I am the Sun, I am the Illumination, 
I am the moon, I am the pleasant moonlight,
I am the earth holding all life and all the moving and stationary; 
I am the green fields, I am the red flames
I am the flowers full of honey,
I am the sound made by the bees sucking honey;

I am the stone, I am the rock, I am the ravishing beauty of youthful women,
I am the insect, I am the reptile, I am the delightful flow of poetry,
I am the bird, I am the Man, I am the consort of the Nature;

I am the planets, I am the revolutions of planets,
I am the universe, I am the cosmos,
I am the form of all worlds,
I am the holder of the universe in me;

I am the knower, I am the known,
I am the Knowing
I speak, I understand;

I am the frolic play of boys and girls,
I am the amorous feelings of the youth,
I am the beautiful smiles of the infants and the aged;

All the nature, planets, stars, universe, celestial worlds, cosmos
Are originating, growing and dissolving in me;
I am the liberty, I am the independence





By castes, religions, languages, regions, countries,





Even though arrows are pierced through me,
Swords cut me into pieces; bullets make my body and heart a sieve
Bombs scatter my body parts; tanks roll over me and make me a paste,
Kings, Emperors, Rulers, fanatic religious heads, Caste leaders,
Champions of ideology though stand in rows 
Cannot bind me;

All the efforts to annihilate me 









NO REMOTE IS AVAILABLE
I have remote for my television
To change the channels and enjoy various programs;

I have remote also to change the stations
In World Space satellite radio to enjoy melodious music;

I can switch on my air conditioner to
Cool my room and myself;

But no remote is available with me
To operate my mind and moods
So that I can change and channelize them















Lord Siva, Vishnu, Jesus, Allah or the Buddha;
Which is sweet?
Sugar, honey, praise or crimson red tender lips of youthful beloved girl;
Which is bitter?
Caste politics, inundation of educational institutions as faculty




From leaders for their unbiased behavior and objective rule,
Responsible behavior from our citizens in various professions;

What is naivety?
Working for reformation in society through
NGOs
For bringing equality in society through politicians,
Expecting leaders to show love for our country;

What is strength?
Able to live normally under present chaotic conditions
In society in all forms, in all spheres;

What is harmony?
The spirit of ordinary citizen of India and the world, unprovoked
By narrow-minded caste-, regional-, religious-, separatist- and nationalist-leaders




Our opinions, perceptions and estimates may differ in this regard
And none of us may be liking or otherwise of the present situation
Or desire it to be indifferent;

The things will go on despite or in spite of our
Concern or otherwise, taking their own course
Dictated by selfish persons;

But we will continue reacting in our own way







Varied and not unique is nature of time, like Divinity 
Time and Divinity are equally incomprehensible but understandable too;

Time is the flow of events minding its own business
It does not wait or care for us
Movement is time; revolution of earth round the sun is time
The rise and set of The Sun and The Moon is time
The series of happenings in the universe and cosmos is time;

Change is time; water changing to steam is time
Liquid freezing is time
Energy at rest is time duration; energy in motion is time
Change relating to energy is time;

Becoming is time
Plant becoming tree is time
Greenwood tree becoming dead-wood is time
Flowering becoming vegetable is time
Vegetable becoming fruit is time
Ripe fruits falling on the ground, is time
The onset and change of seasons is time
The infant becoming little girl is time
Girl becoming youthful is time
Youthful woman becoming mother is time
Mother becoming grand-mother is time

Onset of puberty and cessation of ovum release is time;
Learning knowledge and gaining experience and insight is time
Recollecting, aching and forgetting is time
Things happening and their cessation is time 
Becoming indebted, achieving laurels and getting fruits of action is time
Judging is time, judge is time;

The phases of moon is time; the exhilaration and pains of heart is time
Memories, awareness, fears, anxieties
Forming past, present and future is time
The noise of actions is time 
The poison of mental torture is time;

Is time’s passage a Straight Line? A Circle?
The cosmic dance of Lord Nataraja with Parvathi is time

The recline of Maha Vishnu at the end of creation is time
The creation by Chaturmukha Brahma, its sustenance and dissolution is time
The transformations of Goddess Sakti are time
Her volitions, urges, desire and Her Divine-Play is time 
Just as Divinity is comprehended and experienced

Through plain and pure heart so is time experienced
And comprehended through pleasant and calm mind
Else time is half-understood incomprehension;

Personification of Peace, Silence and Bliss
And their nature is time
Intelligent Awareness is Divinity











THE RINGING CELL PHONE
Cell phone is ringing
On him
Who was alive;
The call might be 
From his beloved
Inviting for banquet;
Or from parents away
Enquiring welfare;
Or from a friend 
Congratulating his recent success;
But he has reached worlds
Unreachable to the living;
Attained stillness
Though has still
Many more springs to celebrate
Silenced by exploded bomb
Exploding the hearts of his near and dear;
The cell phone is still ringing







COMMON CITIZENS OF INDIA
Maoists own the forests 
And the tribals the mountains;
The chauvinist and fanatic
Caste and regional leaders,
And sub-nationality professing, 
Championing lunatics
Own the rest of the country;
Where do I belong and what is my status? 
Where shall I live?
And how shall I earn my livelihood?












With a poisonous gas;
Hence causing
Death in a moment to thousands
And making the lives of
Thousands more miserable
Then offering some alms as cash
To these semi-dead
Is an evil tradition;
An insult to life,
An accepted
Civilized suicidal culture,
And an inadequately challenged
Multi-national murder










A FLOW OF TRANQUILITY
When my mind merges with my SELF
Who am I? What is my Being?
Friendships and passions no more stir
Grief and aches no longer grip
It’s neither dream nor deep sleep
No sense of time but am aware
Nothing is in the awareness
Still completeness pervades
Within is like a serene lake
Without thought waves I am awake
Mind that has engulfed within 
Disappeared as river into the ocean
And as the youthful girl loses herself
In the embrace of her beloved
Streams of sense move in and as silence
When the mind dissolves itself in the SELF
Am an intuitive Seer
A dynamic loving Being
A blissful Awareness




Silence is our original composition and speech
Languages are the dresses we wear; 
What we convey and understand remains the same
Despite the various languages we use; 

Words are clothed senses in silence; 
Once we decipher, understanding dawns, 
Silence, peace and bliss pervade us; 

What we experience, mean, understand, conceive,
think, utter, listen, perceive, understand, experience
Through languages and communication are in essence the same.
The manifestations of Silence; 

Silence is Divine Mood
Lord’s Speech; 
Communication with our Self is Silence; 
Communication with the rest is 
Silence wrapped, by language; 
We need Silence and Language
Which are supplementary and complementary




THE POET PAR EXCELLENCE
The poet par excellence pervades
And dwells in his creation of magic;

Alive or not and eternally there he lives
Though his body like a log becomes inert
The body of his poesy has no death to meet

In his body of ephemeral existence
Originate intuitions that forever last

It is his leather case which stops breathing
And not his eminence which breathes ever in silence

The passions and emotions trickle
From his words to fill a stream of harmony

Though retires for eternal sleep
He lives eternally reclining on the couch of his poetry

Nature is his beloved and friend
Frolicking he plays with words

The flowing Godavari
And the stormy sea
Obey him and set ripples in his alphabet

He is the worthy successor of literary tradition
And excels his predecessors

Cultured and aesthetic lovers of poetry
Remember and chant his sublime lines
And heart-fully celebrate the
Melody, brilliant and divine
O










